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I select any auto-exposure mode and save it for later? If
you change the exposure mode to Spot (or better yet, P,
A, or S), you can save that mode for later by pressing

and holding down the OK button, then moving the
AF/AE-L button to the left. You will see a symbol of a
TV or a camera, depending on which camera you were
using, appear on the screen. Any idea why the monitor
will show black when I tap AF-L to lock? I personally
use the TC-20 and I have this same issue. The "line" is
there, and it flashes blue. I have tried rolling the shutter
back to 6 seconds or so (to when the movement is not
as bad) and it helps. I can see it on the monitor, but the

camera will capture the same thing. The flashes of
white are what are triggering the AF-L to come on.

Change the shutter speed and the line disappears and
the camera is not showing that the shutter speed is bad.

I believe the white lines are part of the high-speed
exposure shooting mode. If you press and hold the OK
button to lock the AF-L target and start AF-L shooting,

you will see a camera symbol. If you see the TV
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symbol, you are in the high-speed mode. I believe the
white lines are part of the high-speed exposure

shooting mode. If you press and hold the OK button to
lock the AF-L target and start AF-L shooting, you will
see a camera symbol. If you see the TV symbol, you
are in the high-speed mode. I believe the white lines

are part of the high-speed exposure shooting mode. If
you press and hold the OK button to lock the AF-L

target and start AF-L shooting, you will see a camera
symbol. If you see the TV symbol, you are in the high-
speed mode. The AF-L target is not showing up on the

monitor. Is there any way to see if the camera is
actually recording? Hello, I am not sure if you have an

external monitor. Depending on which camera you
own, you 3e33713323
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